The Angry Birds are on the move by air, land, and sea! Feel the action as they crash through every page in this awesome collection of comics based on the best-selling game!

"Like the game, it’s simple but it works well." — comicbookresources.com

"...it all feels like a Saturday morning cartoon, which is precisely what it should feel like." — rhymeswithgeek.com
YOU'RE RIGHT, RED... THE PIGS ARE BUILDING A NEW BASE OF ATTACK!

THIS IS THE PERFECT PLACE TO KEEP AN EYE ON THEM.

ALSO THE PERFECT PLACE FOR BOMB TO QUENCH HIS THIRST.

TAKE IT EASY ON THAT WATER, WE HAVE TO GO INTO ACTION!

SO (GULP) THIRSTY! (GULP GULP)

WE BETTER GO TO THE SLINGSHOT AND TRY TO TAKE THIS BUILDING DOWN BEFORE IT SETS TOO SOLID.

WAIT FOR ME!

HICcup!

BOm!!!
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SASH!!! NO BLOW-UP, NO MORE BOMBS!

LOOK, IT’S NOT HERE! EXPLOSION’S BACK AT THE BIRDIES!

INTERESTING, WHAT COULD HAVE HAPPENED?

SORRY, FELLAS.

SO THAT’S WHAT THAT FEELS LIKE. NO WONDER THE PIGGIES WIG OUT WHEN THEY SEE YOU COMING.

BUT IF THE HICCUPS MAKE YOU BLAST, THAT MEANS IT’LL HAPPEN...

AGAIN?

MY BAD, FELLAS....
ARE WE ALREADY UNDER ATTACK?

NO, THE BOMB BIRD HAS HICCPUS, AND IT TRIGGERS HIS EXPLOSIVE BIOLOGY!

HEH HEH! BOOM.

I DON’T GET IT... HOW DOES HE BLOW UP... BUT HE DON’T BLOW UP?

ALL OF THE FOOD HE EATS IS RECOMBINED BY HIS BODY TO FORM THE MOST VOLATILE CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS!

I HYPOTHESIZE THAT HIS BODY IS POROUS AND CONVEYS SHOCKWAVES THOROUGHLY...

...SO THE ENERGY RELEASE DOESN’T AFFECT HIM AT ALL BUT IS PASSED ON TO THE BLAST RADIUS AROUND HIM!

OR... IT’S BECAUSE OF MAGIC.

AHRRRR!!!

YES!

MAGIC, OF COURSE.
HOLD YOUR BREATH, BOMB!

I'M TRYING! IT ONLY DELAYS THE HICCUPS A LITTLE!

WHAT'S UP?! ARE WE UNDER ATTACK?

BOMB, DO YOU KNOW ANY SONGS?

TO STOP HICCUPS YOU HAVE TO SING! AND SING LOUD!

SORT OF... BOMB CAN'T CONTROL HIS BLASTS, HE HAS HICCUPS.

REALLY? WELL I DO HAVE A FEW ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS...

AHEM-AHEM.

WYY TRUE LOOVE IS THE SKYYY... I LOONG TO FLYYYY... I DON'T KNOW WHYYYY... I'M JUST THAT KIND OF SUYYYYYY.....

TAKE MEEEE- HIC!

KWA BOOM

THERE ARE SOME MORE VERSES.

I'D RATHER HEAR THE EXPLOSION.

MAYBE FOR OUR NEXT DEFENSE, YOU COULD SING TO THE PIGS!
JUST STAY AWAY FROM ME, GANG! I'M NOT SAFE TO BE AROUND!

NO WAY, B! WE'RE GOING TO HELP YOU KICK THIS!

I REALLY APPRECIATE IT, BUT I NEED TO BE ALONE!

YOU'RE ALL SUCH GREAT...

BOO!!!

EH HEH HEH! THAT WAS QUITE A SCARE!

SORRY, BOMBY! I HEARD WHAT WAS HAPPENING SO I THOUGHT I'D DO WHAT ALWAYS WORKS FOR ME.

SCARE THE HICCUPS AWAY.

WHBOOM!!!

HEE HEE HEEHEH HEEEEE HAW HAW HO HAH!

YIKES!

WOW... THANKS STELLA! IT REALLY FEEL A LOT...
WHERE ARE YOU TICKLISH?
HOO HOO HAH!
STAND UPSIDE DOWN AND BOUNCE UP AND DOWN!
WHAAAT ISSS THISSS SUPPOOSSED TO DDOO-

WONDERED WHEN JIM, JAKE AND JAY WOULD HEAR AND INVESTIGATE.

THIS IS A JOB FOR THE KIDS!
WE’RE GREAT AT THIS!
GET READY TO BE CURED, UNCLE BOMB!

YA GOTTA GET DIZZY!
GOING TO... LOSE STUFF...

SORRY KIDS.

WAIT! WHO OF ALL THE BIRDS KNOWS THE MOST ABOUT CURES AND REMEDIES?!
“Matilda will solve this!”

Just breathe in the calming vapors of this herbal tea.

Sniff sniff!

Ahh... hey-hey, I think it’s working!

I feel everything inside starting to-

Settle -hic-

KABOOM!

Soo... guess that didn’t work.

Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha!

Huh?